Announcing a new distribution partnership!

You can now order Geological Society of America books from The Geological Society Publishing House.

We have over 130 titles in stock, ready for immediate dispatch, including:

**Heritage of Engineering Geology; The First Hundred Years**  
Edited by George A. Kiersch, 1991  
A review of the development of engineering geology in North America, including historical events and the contributions of early scientists and engineers; the state of knowledge of dominant geological processes, phenomena and specialized principles; geological environments and the properties of construction materials; geoscience investigations and related techniques; and the geoscientist's responsibilities relative to engineering failures, errors of judgment, litigation, and forensic geoscience. The 34 contributors present extensive case histories applicable worldwide.  
CSV03, 619 p., ISBN 0-8137-5303-1, £37.50

**Man-Induced Land Subsidence**  
Edited by Thomas L. Holzer, 1984  
Land subsidence has been caused by man's activities in at least 37 of the 50 states of the USA and affects more than 40,000 km². Data from a few sites where economic impact is documented suggest a total annual cost to the nation of more than $100 million; worldwide, the total economic impact is astounding and growing. These nine papers, dedicated to Joseph Fairfield Poland's life work, constitute a major contribution to measuring and understanding this problem. They are arranged in three categories: (1) fluid withdrawal from porous media; (2) drainage of organic soil; and (3) collapse into man-made and natural cavities.  
REG06, 232 p., ISBN 0-8137-4106-8, hardbound, £6.00

**Surface Water Hydrology**  
Edited by M. G. Wolman and H. C. Riggs, 1990  
Provides reviews of all major facets of hydrology. Accompanying colour plates show histograms of river water chemistry, runoff and flow regimes, and the distribution of precipitation minus evaporation for North America.  
GNA01, 382 p., 3 pocket plates, ISBN 0-8137-5210-8, £36.00

**Neotectonics in Earthquake Evaluation**  
Edited by E. L. Knititzsky and D. B. Slemmons, 1990  
A synthesis of current knowledge addressing recent developments in the principal seismically active regions of the United States: the Pacific Coast; the western mountain area; the New Madrid area; New England; and the southeastern United States, including Charleston, South Carolina. Among the contributors are researchers who have made notable contributions to the art in their own right, making this an especially valuable new tool.  
REG08, 168 p., indexed, ISBN 0-8137-4108-4, hardbound, £22.50

**Debris Flows/Avalanches: Process, Recognition, and Mitigation**  
Edited by J. E. Costa and G. F. Wieczorek, 1987  
Debris flows and debris avalanches claim hundreds of lives and millions of dollars in property loss every year. The past two decades have produced much new scientific and engineering understanding of these occurrences and have led to new methods for mitigating the loss of life and property. These papers present much of this recent research in three categories: (1) process; (2) recognition and (3) mitigation.  

**Hydrogeology**  
Edited by W. Back, P. R. Seaber, and J. S. Rosenshein, 1988  
Discusses the major features of 28 hydrogeological regions of North America, the comparative hydrogeology of different bedrock regimes and surficial deposits; and geological processes including karstification, diagenesis, tectonics, ore deposits, and hydrocarbon migration. Two concluding chapters look at future scientific and societal problems related to ground water.  

Please add 15% of order total for delivery within the UK, and 20% for overseas delivery.

Members of the Geological Society of London and the Geological Society of America - you can purchase these titles at 20% below the list price.  
Please state your membership number when ordering.

Catalogues are available. Please contact:  
Geological Society Publishing House, Unit 7 Brassmill Enterprise Centre, Brassmill Lane, Bath, BA1 3JN, UK.  
Tel: 0225 445046. Fax: 0225 442836.